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BSL CLASSROOM LOCATION GUIDE – METROTECH COMMONS 

 
A BIT OF HISTORY 
Located in the heart of the bustling office campus known as MetroTech Center, Brooklyn Commons Park is a large 
bucolic open space right in the heart of Downtown Brooklyn. It was opened in 1992, and hosts such seasonal events 

as outdoor fairs, movie screenings, fitness classes and ping pong happy hours. 

 
THE ESSENTIALS 
Morning coffee 

- Blank Street coffee (on-site) 
- Pret A Manger 

 
Lunch options 

-  Au Bon Pain 

- Chipotle 
- De Kalb Market 

- Shake Shack 
 

Something sweet! 

- Haagen Dazs 
 

Grocery stores & pharmacies 
- Fresh Start Marketplace 

- CVS 
 

Nearest subway stations & lines 

- Jay St Metrotech (A, C, R) - 3 min walk 
- Borough Hall (4, 5) - 5 min walk  

 
PLACES TO VISIT NEARBY

Brooklyn Heights – Cobble Hill – Fort Greene - Boerum Hill 
 
 

3 COOL THINGS TO DO AFTER YOUR ENGLISH CLASS 
1. Walk up to Montague Street (about a 10-minute walk) and from here is the ideal starting point to explore the 

beautiful neighborhood of Brooklyn Heights. There are so many great streets to wander down, but don’t miss 

Joralemon Street, which also has a very nice Sardinian restaurant located at the bottom end. From here you 

could also take a very short walk down onto Brooklyn Bridge Park for great views of Manhattan. 

2. Walk the other way out of the Commons, again for about 10 minutes, until you reach Fort Greene Park. This is 

the perfect place to start your afternoon exploring the up-and-coming neighborhood of Fort Greene. It’s got a 
young feel, it’s vibrant and there are plenty of cool bars and cafes. Don’t miss also the Greenlight independent 
bookstore. One of Brooklyn’s finest! 

3. Head South to spend the afternoon exploring the 2 great neighborhoods of Boerum Hill and Cobble Hill. Court  

Street and Smith Street are the main commercial streets but there are many cute side streets too. The Brooklyn 
Inn is a famous Brooklyn institution if you fancy a beer. Rúcola has some of the best Northern Italian food 
around. 


